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Narrative Red Teaming: An Attempt of Conceptualization 
 

Introduction 
The red teaming approach originated in 16th-century practices of the Catholic Church, 

following reformations in the Catholic canonization process. Pope Sixtus V reformed the 
canonization process, adding a ‘devil’s advocate position to help challenge a candidate’s merits 
for canonization suitability.1 Spreading beyond the religious sphere, this practice of contesting 
plans to identify weak points made its way into military, business, and other applications.  

The actual term, ‘red teaming,’ is believed to have been first developed by the United States 
Army.2 Based on Prussian practices of using games for planning and preparing for various 
contingencies during wars (‘kriegspiel’), the US gradually implemented wargaming into its 
training and decision-making as early as the 1880s.3 Since then, red teaming as ‘a flexible 
cognitive approach to thinking and planning that is specifically tailored to each organization and 
each situation’4 has become an integral part of the process. Specialized manuals and handbooks 
have been and continue to be published to improve the red teams’ quality. The research is 
conducted to determine which qualities are needed for an effective red team member, how to 
identify biases and avoid them, and how to overcome groupthink and conformity.5 In military 
applications, the red teams play the role of ‘adversary’ (OPFOR (‘opposition force’) or the 
‘aggressors’).6  

Red teaming is also applied outside of the military setting. It can be very useful for disaster 
preparedness. While some disasters can be predicted, many remain the ‘black swans’ that could 
never have been imagined. Red teaming can be very useful in changing the mindset of those who 
respond to such events. It forces them to ‘think the unthinkable,’7 identify weak links in safety 
measures and plan for actions that fall outside of typical protocols. Red teaming can be applied 

 
1 “Red Teaming Handbook, 3rd Edition,” UK Ministry of Defence, June 2021. As of September 21, 2022: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1027158/2021062
5-Red_Teaming_Handbook.pdf. 
2 Robert H. Davis, “Arms Control Simulation: The Search for an Acceptable Method,” Journal of Conflict 
Resolution, 7, no. 3, September 1, 1963, p. 590–602. As of September 28, 2022: 
https://doi.org/10.1177/002200276300700341. 
3 Matthew B. Caffrey, On Wargaming: How Wargames Have Shaped History and How They May Shape the Future, 
Newport Paper 43. Newport, Rhode Island: Naval War College Press, 2019. 
4 The Red Team Handbook - the Army’s Guide to Making Better Decisions: (A Product of the TRADOC G-2 
Operational Environment Enterprise), University of Foreign Military and Cultural Studies, 2019. 
5 The Red Team Handbook - the Army’s Guide to Making Better Decisions: (A Product of the TRADOC G-2 
Operational Environment Enterprise), University of Foreign Military and Cultural Studies, 2019. 
6 Matthew B. Caffrey, On Wargaming: How Wargames Have Shaped History and How They May Shape the Future, 
Newport Paper 43. Newport, Rhode Island: Naval War College Press, 2019. 
7 A.J. Masys, “Black Swans to Grey Swans: Revealing the Uncertainty,” Disaster Prevention and Management: An 
International Journal, 21, no. 3, January 1, 2012, pp. 320–35. https://doi.org/10.1108/09653561211234507. 
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to test security during major international events (such as the Olympics or other sports 
competitions)8 or to identify the likelihood of malign penetration into critical infrastructure or 
other facilities (such as nuclear power plants).9  

Public and private entities have also been extensively using the red teaming approach in the 
cybersecurity context. So-called ‘white hat’ hackers are tasked with breaking into the computer 
networks of organizations that hire them to detect vulnerabilities before ‘black hat’ hackers can 
exploit them. Cybersecurity specialists test computer networks and the data stored on them.10 
They can also assess the employees’ susceptibility to phishing or other attacks.11 Businesses, 
especially tech companies, have also begun employing red teaming techniques to test their 
decisions and strategies. This often involves conducting exercises to develop scenarios of their 
competitor’s behavior.12 

In working with the red teaming methodology, we believe to have found yet another 
application for red teaming. We call it narrative red teaming, and its adoption is something we 
think could be valuable to the world at large. The remainder of this piece discusses narrative red 
teaming, its relevancy, and a potential framework. Moreover, we also provide use cases of 
narrative red teaming applicability.  

This research has been supported by the Pardee RAND Graduate School’s Tech and 
Narrative Lab 2022 Summer Sprint. 

 

Background 
What is narrative red teaming? 

Narrative red teaming is the process by which one brainstorms how structured (numerical) or 
unstructured (textual) data can be used to promote various narratives and plans a strategy of 
defense against emerging narratives.13 As true with classical red teaming, the process is 
developed and implemented by acting in place of one’s adversary or competitor and can be 
played out via scenario (i.e., wargaming). Ultimately, the goal is to develop defenses and 
preparedness for potential situations and outcomes.  

 
8 Bryanna Fox, Joan A. Reid, and Anthony J. Masys, Science Informed Policing, Springer Nature, 2020. 
9 Micah Zenko, Red Team: How to Succeed By Thinking Like the Enemy, Basic Books, 2015. 
10 Bryce G. Hoffman, Red Teaming: How Your Business Can Conquer the Competition by Challenging Everything. 
Crown, 2017. 
11 Micah Zenko, Red Team: How to Succeed By Thinking Like the Enemy, Basic Books, 2015. 
12 Bryce G. Hoffman, Red Teaming: How Your Business Can Conquer the Competition by Challenging Everything. 
Crown, 2017. 
13 Todd Richmond, “Democratizing Open Data - a Need for Narrative Red Teaming?” Tech + Narrative Lab (blog), 
July 7, 2021. As of September 21, 2022: https://technarrativelab.org/democratizing-open-data-a-need-for-narrative-
red-teaming/. 
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Why is this relevant? 

We find this relevant because of how prevalent narratives have become; they are seemingly 
everywhere and possess the uncanny ability to be manipulated, misinterpreted, misunderstood, 
and disseminated. Thus, the ability to dissect one’s own narrative – to understand how an 
adversary could potentially misuse or misalign it – is crucial. Using the analogy of the ‘white 
hat’ or ethical hacking, the narrative red team will need to think like a propagandist or a ‘troll’ to 
find and exploit weaknesses in the targeted narrative. These weaknesses might come in the form 
of unexplained facts or trends in the data that can be framed to benefit the adversary14 or in the 
form of statements (words and sentences) that are ambiguous and/or open to multiple 
interpretations. Building upon existing research on disinformation, we would like to suggest 
narrative red teaming as a tool that can amplify the efforts against falsehoods and truth decay. 

 

Diving into the TIMN’s framework 
According to fellow RANDite, David Ronfeldt, societal evolution can be configured around 

four major “eras” – tribal, institutional, market, and network.15 As societies have continued to 
evolve, the leading ones have often been the highest possible combination of “eras,” embodying 
tribal, institutional, market, and network functions. While we may have a slight bias to our 
fellow RANDite, we think that this emergence of a network era – as well as societies forming to 
it – is increasingly apparent. It is one of the many reasons why misinformation and 
disinformation are as big of a deal as they are today. We, as a society, are just seemingly more 
and more bound to the internet as time progresses. Moreover, even under the pretense that 
society evolves to another “era,” Ronfeldt’s framework shows that the “networking” part of it 
will not necessarily fade. It will simply be another combinational factor to whatever society 
evolves towards next.  

Source reduction, effect reduction, and streamlining debunking 
Society relies on two categories for combating misinformation and disinformation: source 

reduction methods and action reduction methods. The difference between the two methods lies in 
that source reduction is a proactive method that aims to stop misinformation and disinformation 
prior to any information being released, and action reduction methods seek to combat 
information after it has been released. Figure 1 illustrates how Twitter uses such methods. 

 

 
14 Bernardita Calzon, “Misleading Statistics – Real World Examples For Misuse of Data,” The Datapine Blog, 
December 28, 2021. As of September 28, 2022: https://www.datapine.com/blog/misleading-statistics-and-data/. 
15  David Ronfeldt, “Tribes, Institutions, Markets, Networks: A Framework About Societal Evolution.” RAND 
Corporation, 1996. As of September 28, 2022: https://www.rand.org/pubs/papers/P7967.html. 
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Figure 1. Examples of misinformation and disinformation combat methods by Twitter 

 
Debunking – the area where the narrative red teaming should unfold – is one of the many 

applications of action reduction and can be defined as the process by which information is 
verified and, if false, alternative (true) information is provided. This process often follows the 
general timeline shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2. Standard debunking timeline 

 

One of the biggest challenges we find with debunking is its current speed. The speed by 
which information is released demands debunking methods to be proportionally fast, and this gap 
is extenuated in the fact that a counternarrative often is developed post an emerging narrative 
being detected. By using narrative red teaming to develop counternarratives, we can not only 
shorten the debunking timeline to respond to narratives faster but act preemptively, anticipating 
the narratives before they emerge. More on this is below. 
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Prebunking and inoculation 

In an era where networking communication is a dominant force, the ability to pre-bunk could 
mean all the difference. Prebunking allows the pre-emptive countering of false information.16 
The research shows that such preventive inoculation is essentially more effective as it builds up 
resilience toward disinformation regardless of when and how the exposure would occur.17  

Prebunking can happen in various shapes and forms. The audience can be directly warned 
that certain disinformation attacks might be imminent. 18 Broader educational and media literacy 
campaigns that list the most frequently used manipulative techniques (humor or other strong 
emotions, mutually exclusive messaging, etc.)19 can also be effective. Inoculation has been 
applied to preempt falsehoods about population health, climate change, and science more 
generally. Exposure to two sides of the argument early on increases the ability to think critically 
and resist the influence. Just like with vaccines, an encounter with the ‘virus’ of disinformation 
in a weakened form builds immunity to a full-scale information attack.20 The information 
originating from an individual or an entity about themselves is usually overly positive. Thus, any 
alleged or real negative information may come as a surprise, which increases susceptibility. 
Inoculation techniques allow building up the defense against such situations.21 They both raise 
awareness of the possible threat and provide information that could serve as counterarguments.22  

 
16 Jon Roozenbeek, Sander van der Linden, Beth Goldberg, Steve Rathje, and Stephan Lewandowsky, 
“Psychological Inoculation Improves Resilience against Misinformation on Social Media,” Science Advances 8, no. 
34, August 26, 2022. As of September 28, 2022: https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abo6254; John Cook, “Countering 
Climate Science Denial and Communicating Scientific Consensus,” In Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Climate 
Science, by John Cook, Oxford University Press, 2016. As of September 28, 2022: 
https://doi.org/10.1093/acrefore/9780190228620.013.314. 
17 Courtney D. Boman, “Examining Characteristics of Prebunking Strategies to Overcome PR Disinformation 
Attacks,” Public Relations Review, 47, no. 5, December 2021, p. 102-105. As of September 28, 2022: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pubrev.2021.102105. 
18 Courtney D. Boman, “Examining Characteristics of Prebunking Strategies to Overcome PR Disinformation 
Attacks,” Public Relations Review, 47, no. 5, December 2021, p. 102-105. As of September 28, 2022: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pubrev.2021.102105. 
19 Jon Roozenbeek, Sander van der Linden, Beth Goldberg, Steve Rathje, and Stephan Lewandowsky, 
“Psychological Inoculation Improves Resilience against Misinformation on Social Media,” Science Advances 8, no. 
34, August 26, 2022. As of September 28, 2022: https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abo6254. 
20 Josh Compton, Sander van der Linden, John Cook, and Melisa Basol, “Inoculation Theory in the Post-Truth Era: 
Extant Findings and New Frontiers for Contested Science, Misinformation, and Conspiracy Theories,” Social and 
Personality Psychology Compass, 15, no. 6, 2021. . As of September 28, 2022: https://doi.org/10.1111/spc3.12602. 
21 Hua-Hsin Wan, and Michael Pfau, “The Relative Effectiveness of Inoculation, Bolstering, and Combined 
Approaches in Crisis Communication,” Journal of Public Relations Research, 16, no. 3, July 2004, p. 301–28. As of 
September 28, 2022: https://doi.org/10.1080/1532-754X.2004.11925131. 
22 Courtney D.Boman, and Erika J. Schneider, “Finding an Antidote: Testing the Use of Proactive Crisis Strategies 
to Protect Organizations from Astroturf Attacks,” Public Relations Review, 47, no. 1, March 1, 2021. As of 
September 28, 2022: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pubrev.2020.102004. 
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From ‘when’ to ‘what’ – narrative red teaming comes into play 

Narrative red teaming supports the abovementioned strategy of pre-bunking in two ways. 
First, unlike in the case of debunking, the cause-effect relationship is harder to determine. If pre-
bunking is effective, the attack might not occur at all or go unnoticed.23 Not seeing the returns 
from their efforts, an individual or an entity might gradually give up the pre-bunking, increasing 
vulnerability to manipulation. Narrative red teaming allows playing out various scenarios that 
would make the consequences of the attack more apparent.  

More importantly, though, narrative red teaming provides the content for effective pre-
bunking. In order to anticipate (dis)information attacks, the target must genuinely think like an 
adversary. It means stepping out of the rules and behavior patterns that would mirror their own 
and proactively engaging with own narratives, trying to find all possible ways to manipulate 
them. As the malign actors using disinformation become increasingly sophisticated, it is crucial 
to look beyond the most obvious vulnerabilities. 

Conceptualization of the narrative red teaming would help close the existing gap in the 
literature. Numerous studies have tested and proved the effectiveness of pre-bunking and 
inoculation strategies. Various techniques and tools have been assessed to measure the impact on 
the target audience. However, the answer to the question of how to fill this well-tested mechanics 
of countering influence with effective content is still to be found. Narrative red teaming can 
provide a way to do it. 

 

Applying Narrative Red Teaming to Prebunking 
Given the applicability of narrative red teaming to prebunking, we propose the following 

framework. We titled our framework DON’T, with each of the titled letters representing a step in 
the process: 

Step 1. Discern emerging narratives and define the criteria for their analysis  

Step 2. Order these narratives and assess them based on the defined criteria 

Step 3. Narrative red team the narratives that rank the highest in Step 2. 

Step 4. Test, tweak and refine as needed 

 
23 Josh Compton, “Image Prepare: Image Repair, Inoculation Theory, and Anticipated Attacks on Credibility.” The 
International Journal of the Image 8, no. 1 (2016): 1–9. https://doi.org/10.18848/2154-8560/CGP/v08i01/1-9. 
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We discuss each step individually below.  

 

Step 1. Discern emerging narratives and define the criteria for their analysis 

When discerning narratives of interest, we recommend looking at both existing narratives 
and narratives that may emerge, given an impending event or development. It helps the narrative 
red teamer(s) to start with a more familiar, current landscape before moving to more difficult 
forecasting of the potential effects of upcoming events or actions.  

We added “define criteria” to this step because there is a need to scope the landscape to 
something applicable to the user. Moreover, since each narrative red team may have different 
scopes, we have limited ourselves to offering several general suggestions. 

Firstly, we recommend the narrative red team to start with developing their approach for 
topic identification. The identification can be done through forward-tracing or backward-tracing 
brainstorming. Forward-tracing brainstorming can be useful if they do not anticipate any 
significant developments or events in the future. In this case, they might want to build the 
exercise in such a way as to inspire the participants to think creatively and imagine all possible 
scenarios of how their organization can progress from its current state. If there is an upcoming 
event (a leadership change, a report publication, a public gathering), the participants might be 
encouraged to place themselves in the future and recreate the steps the organization would take 
to get there from the current state.  

Regardless of the selected approach, the narrative red team will likely end up with a long list 
of topics the adversary can target. The next step would be to scope it down. This will allow all 
narrative queries to fall under a specific subject, which, in turn, will make data pulls and 
comparisons easier. Therefore, we recommend developing the criteria to assess these topics. This 
will ensure that queried topics fall under a specific severity, which, in turn, may aid in the 
prioritization of effort. A good way to approach the criteria is to rely on the risk assessment 
techniques that account for possible impact and the likelihood of emergence. However, the list of 
criteria can be expanded to include what is the most relevant for a particular situation. 

 
 
Step 2. Order these narratives and assess them based on the defined criteria. 

Presuming that narrative red teams, as well as their respective organizations, have limited 
resources, they need an additional scoping step to prioritize narratives from their “discerned” 
narratives. This step can be done in a variety of ways and may vary by user. However, as a 
generic suggestion, we recommend reusing detection methods, as applicable, from the first step. 
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It can mean assessing the narratives based on defined criteria. As an initial step to ensure the 
finalized ordered list reflects the organization’s priorities, we recommend using the risk detection 
method to prioritize narratives (i.e., sorting narratives via risk). 

 
Step 3. Narrative red team narratives that rank the highest in Step 2. 

We envision the narrative red teaming occurring similar to a traditional wargaming scenario. 
While fully detailing wargaming methodologies is outside of the scope of this paper, we offer an 
abbreviated list of steps for wargame execution:  

1. Identify potential adversaries 
2. Discern the objectives and motives of the adversaries 
3. Scope the environment in which the scenario is being played (i.e., time, state of the 

world) 
4. Simulate a red campaign (i.e., how might the adversary act, and how would one 

counter those actions). 
From this, we expect the result to be a defined counternarrative or a set of counternarratives. 
 
Step 4. Test, tweak and refine as needed. 

 Narratives, as anything else, are constantly evolving. Consequently, an adjustment step is 
essential to include. Any developed counternarratives should be constantly maintained to be the 
most applicable to the environment they enter. The adjustments do not have to emerge solely 
from the results of a narrative red teaming scenario. Users of this framework should feel 
empowered to reuse whatever stages they see fit – whether that is a singular step or the 
framework in its entirety.  

 

Case Studies 
 

Applying our framework via hypothetical use cases 

Given that we are recommending a novel framework, we wanted to provide use cases for 
how DON’T might be applied. We offer two primary examples: the first focusing on the current-
day events unfolding in Ukraine and the other looking at how narrative red teaming and 
prebunking may fit into a future metaverse. Both use cases are discussed below. 
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Use Case 1: A Beam in an Own Eye: Narrative Red Teaming a Sensitive Stance 

Background 

Case 1 focuses on the war of narratives between Russia and Ukraine and the role of the  
West. This war of narratives has been unfolding on several levels, including an international one. 
Ukraine and Russia compete for the opportunity to tell their side of the story. International 
organizations, such as the United Nations or G7 summits, have been used as platforms for that. 
Reports by these organizations are closely watched and utilized whenever possible to strengthen 
the message one of the sides (or both) wants to convey. 

Three candidate cases have been considered initially. In July 2022, The European Union 
Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation (Europol) issued a statement warning that the 
international military aim coming to Ukraine increased the threat of arms trafficking.24 This 
report has received ambivalent reactions, sparking active Twitter campaigns from both sides. 
Two other cases focused on the Amnesty International (AI) reports. AI is an international human 
rights organization that issued multiple reports on Russia’s invasion. Two reports were 
considered as ‘candidates’ for the analysis. The first one was issued on May 6, 2022, 
condemning Russia’s war crimes in Ukraine.25 The report focuses solely on the battle of Kyiv 
and provides evidence of the atrocities. Ukraine has welcomed this investigation.26 In Russia, it 
flew mostly under the radar. 

The second report was more recent, from August 4, 2022.27 This time, it condemned 
Ukraine’s military for its tactics that allegedly endangered civilians by using the residential areas 
as their bases. The reaction was diametrically opposite, with Russian media broadly 

 
24 Europol,“Europol Statement on the Cooperation with Ukraine,” webpage, July 22, 2022. As of September 28, 
2022: https://www.europol.europa.eu/media-press/newsroom/news/europol-statement-cooperation-ukraine. 
25 Amnesty International, “Ukraine: ‘He’s Not Coming Back’. War Crimes in Northwest Areas of Kyiv Oblast,” 
webpage, May 6, 2022. As of September 28, 2022: https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur50/5561/2022/en/. 
26 Ivan Boyko, “Amnesty International pidtverdyla nayavnistʹ dokaziv viysʹkovykh zlochyniv RF pid Kyyevom 
[Amnesty International Confirmed the Presence of Evidence of War Crimes by the Russian Federation near Kyiv],” 
Unian, May 7, 2022. As of September 28, 2022: https://www.unian.ua/war/viyskovi-zlochini-rf-pid-kiyevom-
amnesty-international-pidtverdila-nayavnist-dokaziv-novini-kiyeva-11816145.html. 
27 Amnesty International, “Ukraine: Ukrainian Fighting Tactics Endanger Civilians,” webpage, August 4, 2022. As 
of September 28, 2022: https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/08/ukraine-ukrainian-fighting-tactics-
endanger-civilians/. 
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disseminating the quotes and conclusions28 and Ukraine29 and the West30 calling for more 
consideration for the war situation and the need to defend. 

Twitter datasets for all three cases were collected and downloaded from Brandwatch.31 Each 
dataset was preliminarily analyzed to determine which would likely provide the most material to 
test the framework. The choice was made in favor of the second AI report on Ukraine’s military. 
This report received much attention for several reasons. First, it was noticed by a broader 
international Twitter community that associated itself with the AI’s work by donating or 
collecting money or supporting them in some other way. Secondly, it was picked up by both 
sides. Russian and Western mainstream media (examples cited above) discussed the report and, 
even to a larger extent, the reactions. World leaders also expressed their opinions.32 And finally, 
many posts highlighted the communication failure of AI. This report and the promotion 
campaigns were allegedly poorly worded. AI reactions were also inconsistent with apologies 
issued ‘halfway’ (apologizing for the outrage but defending the report itself). As a result, this 
case was selected for a deeper analysis.  

It is also important to acknowledge that the author of this section is not fully unbiased and 
sides with the opponents of the report. However, it was used as an advantage as it allowed to 
‘think like an adversary’ much more easily.  

Methods 

Analysis of the narratives was done based on Brandwatch’s Twitter Data. The query was 
broad (Amnesty AND Ukraine) to maximize the recall and fine-tune the precision in the next 
step. Given the large volume of Twitter posts on the issue, the dataset size was reduced in several 
ways. First, only the tweets published on the day of the report (August 4) and four consecutive 
days have been included in the final sample. Second, only the original tweets were considered. 
Although there are undoubtedly rich and interesting discussions happening in the comments and 
replies and retweets have a meaning on their own, the scope of this project did not allow to 

 
28 “Amnesty International Reveals Inconvenient Facts about Ukrainian Army, Says US Activist,” TASS, August 5, 
2022. As of September 28, 2022: https://tass.com/world/1490263. 
29 “Disinformation and Propaganda: Podolyak Reacts to Scandalous Statement by Amnesty International,” 
Ukrinform, August 4, 2022. As of September 28, 2022:  https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-polytics/3543487-
disinformation-and-propaganda-podolyak-reacts-to-scandalous-statement-by-amnesty-international.html. 
30 Valerie Hopkins, and Thomas Gibbons-Neff, “Amnesty International Assessment That Ukraine ‘Put Civilians in 
Harm’s Way’ Stirs Outrage,” The New York Times, August 7, 2022. As of September 28, 2022: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/07/world/europe/amnesty-international-ukraine-russia-war-crimes.html. 
31 Brandwatch is a social media data aggregator. Brandwatch, “Brandwatch | The Social Suite of the Future,” 
webpage, undated. As of September 28, 2022: https://www.brandwatch.com/. 
32 “Amnesty ‘Regrets Pain’ Caused by Ukraine Report as Criticism Continues,” euronews, August 8, 2022. As of 
September 28, 2022: https://www.euronews.com/2022/08/08/amnesty-regrets-pain-caused-by-ukraine-report-as-
criticism-continues. 
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analyze all of it. As a result, only the tweets that did not have any of the abovementioned 
markings in the Brandwatch dataset (so not comments, retweets, or replies) were included. 

The remaining 7+ thousand tweets were cleaned and deduplicated in Excel (automatically, 
then manually). Some tweets contain a direct copy-paste from other tweets, such as media 
headlines. These posts were removed from the analysis. Additional cleaning was done during the 
coding process. Only tweets that clearly expressed their opinion, either supporting the report or 
condemning it, were included. Discussions of the strength and weaknesses of both sides were 
disregarded. 

The remaining dataset contained 1917 Tweets. They were manually coded as ‘support’ 
(expressing support for AI and the report) or ‘oppose’ (condemning the report and/or the 
organization in general). Figure 3 below shows the distribution of the tweets belonging to these 
two groups.  

 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of tweets on the AI report on Ukraine. Source: own analysis 

The coded tweets were analyzed separately using computer-assisted text analytics to identify 
the main topics and apply the narrative red teaming framework. 
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Results 

Qualitative coding and text analysis led to similar conclusions. Several topics have been 
identified as the most salient among the supporters and opposers of the report. Figure 4 shows 
the topics in the tweets by those who condemned the AI report. Topic 1 stands out especially 
clearly. These tweets accused the AI of becoming another trumpet of Russian propaganda. The 
report was broadly disseminated in Russian mainstream media with narratives similar to those 
expressed by the supporters of the report (discussed below). Russia is extremely concerned about 
legitimacy of its actions. It goes through a lot of trouble to create a veneer of legitimacy – 
introduces resolutions to the UN or other international organizations, holds referenda, knowing 
in advance that no democratic country would recognize them, etc. Having such a respectable 
organization as AI talking about Ukraine breaking the rules of warfare speaks in Russia’s favor. 

 

 
Figure 4. Topics discussed by opposers of the report. Source: own analysis 

 

The second group of report opponents takes a step further. They claim that AI not only feeds 
very credible-looking material for Russian propaganda but endangers civilians by publishing this 
report. Russia has been accused of attacking civilian targets since the first days of the war. By 
saying that Ukraine’s military put their bases in civilian facilities such as schools, hospitals, and 
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residential areas, AI contributes to justifying Russia’s future strikes on these places. Many posts 
directly blamed AI for future civilian casualties. 

Topics 3 and 4 are closely connected. They do not go into detail on why the report is 
allegedly wrong and dangerous. Instead, they focus on AI itself. Many tweets call for terminating 
any donations to AI and/or stating that their recurring donations will stop after the report. Others 
talk about the inefficiency of AI as an organization. The leadership did not react in time, and the 
reaction spurred even more anger among the opponents of the report. Ukraine’s director and 
some other AI employees resigned, claiming they were not involved in preparing the report and 
warned about the risks of its publishing. The quality of research (especially sources and 
representativeness). Some messages treat this AI ‘failure’ as an indicator of overall inefficiency 
and even redundancy of other international organizations.  

 

 
Figure 5. Topics discussed by the supporters of the report. Source: own analysis 

 

The report’s supporters are closer to each other in their rhetoric, basically repeating similar 
claims. Most messages remind that Russia has been talking about this since the start of the war. 
Russia does not acknowledge the attacks on civilian infrastructure. The attacks are either blamed 
on Ukraine or justified by saying that the attacked facility was turned into a military base long 
before the strike. Thus, the AI report allegedly proves what Russia has been saying all along. 
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Some messages also attack Zelenskyy for doing it intentionally to kill those Ukrainians in the 
east and south who disagreed with him. Some also call for ceasing any military aid as the West 
supposedly looks as violating its own values but providing means to kill innocent civilians.  

 

DON’T framework 

To apply the DON’T framework to this case, we will place ourselves in the shoes of AI that 
does this research and wants to finalize the report before publication. This exercise is not done in 
a proper manner as the narratives that emerged are already known. So, its purpose is purely 
demonstrational. 

Step 1. Discern emerging narratives and define the criteria for their analysis (examples: 
topic, possible impact, the likelihood of emergence). 

The first step would be to brainstorm possible narratives that can emerge. For the purposes of 
this exercise, three bullet points from the summary will be used in place of these topics. All of 
them correspond to the narratives of the critics. 

• Military bases set up in residential areas including schools and hospitals  
• Attacks launched from populated civilian areas 
• Such violations in no way justify Russia’s indiscriminate attacks, which have killed 

and injured countless civilians 

The criteria to assess and prioritize these topics might include likelihood, impact, and ability 
to develop a convincing counternarrative.  

Step 2. Order these narratives and assess them based on the defined criteria. 

For the purposes of this exercise, we will assume that the order of points above was 
determined after ordering them based on the criteria. 

Step 3. Narrative red team the narratives that rank the highest in Step 2. 

This step is the most important and the most challenging. 

•  Military bases set up in residential areas including schools and hospitals  

This bullet point does not fully represent the content of the report. AI acknowledges that 
most of these facilities were abandoned or evacuated. It also expresses the understanding that 
Ukraine was dragged into the war. So these buildings, given all the architectural and design 
features they possess, might be the only suitable places for the military.  
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The wording of the bullet, however, does not represent a much milder tone of the report. It 

could have used the word ‘abandoned’ at a minimum. It could also emphasize that these 
buildings were, in most cases, Soviet-built. Most development of important infrastructural 
objects in the Soviet times was done with an anticipation of a conventional or even nuclear war. 
Thus, they offer much more protection than other buildings in the area. This was also not 
reflected in the summary. 

• Attacks launched from populated civilian areas 

The report focused on two large cities and one area (Donbas, Kharkiv and Mykolaiv) where 
the military was concentrated in the urban environment. The text acknowledges that it was not 
representative of entire Ukraine. It also recognizes that these territories were of particular interest 
to Russia, which keeps trying to get or retain control over them. Thus, being in the field, as the 
report suggested, was not always possible. 

Secondly, the report states that AI was unaware of any attempts to evacuate nearby civilians 
by the military at these bases. However, it omits the fact that Ukrainian national and regional 
governments have conducted large-scale evacuation efforts. The government regularly issues 
calls to evacuate and provides necessary means.  

• Such violations in no way justify Russia’s indiscriminate attacks, which have killed 
and injured countless civilians 

The opponents of the report often mentioned this sentence. The most frequently used 
analogy was equating the rapist and the rape victim or blaming the latter for too short of a skirt. 
The report repeatedly acknowledges Russia’s war crimes, and separate reports have been 
published on that. However, it uses the word ‘violations,’ transferring the blame to Ukrainians. 
There is a mention that most of Russia’s attacks on civilians were not in the areas in close 
proximity to any old or new military bases, but it is buried in the report. The report also uses 
hedging language such as “[i]nternational humanitarian law does not specifically ban parties to a 
conflict from basing themselves in schools that are not in session,” “unless there is a compelling 
military need,” “as a last resort” – but the bullet point above does not reflect that appropriately. 

Step 4. Test, tweak and refine as needed. 

These narratives would likely develop over time. This analysis included only the first five 
days, so it cannot speak to any development. However, in a real-life setting, a narrative red team 
should establish a protocol for identifying and pre-bunking any new emerging narratives.  
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Use Case 2: Looking into the Metaverse 

When it comes to speaking about the metaverse, we must first make some assumptions and 
definitions before evaluating the applicability of narrative red teaming in the metaverse.  

Firstly, let us define metaverse:33 

“A Metaverse is a persistent and immersive simulated world that is experienced in the first 
person by large groups of simultaneous users who share a strong sense of mutual presence. It can 
be a fully virtual environment (i.e., a Virtual Metaverse) or it can exist as layers of virtual 
content overlaid on the real world with convincing spatial registration (i.e., an Augmented 
Metaverse).” 

As for assumptions, let us assume that the rules that currently govern social media remain 
largely unchanged. Thus, we can now speak within a common framework, and extrapolate how 
effects might respond to a metaverse environment. We highlight a few of those effects in Table 
1, where we highlight transferred problems from the current social media space, and their 
potential consequence and implications within a metaverse: 

 

Table 1. Potential metaverse problems. Source: own analysis 

Transferred problems Consequence 

User data is still sold to third 
party companies and social 
media users do not have an 
opportunity to opt out. 

Third-party actors will continue to possess the ability to use 
and affect platform users via targeted advertising. This poses 
an even stronger potential for users to be influenced given that 
the metaverse will be significantly more immersive than 
current social media platforms. 

Users can appear however 
they wish online. 

This enables advertisers or other personas to craft their image 
specific to the user, enabling more effective emotional 
manipulation when messaging.34 

 
33 Louis Rosenberg, “Regulation of the Metaverse: A Roadmap: The Risks and Regulatory Solutions for Largescale 
Consumer Platforms,” In 2022 the 6th International Conference on Virtual and Augmented Reality Simulations, 21–
26. Brisbane QLD Australia: ACM, 2022. https://doi.org/10.1145/3546607.3546611 
34 Rand Waltzman, “Facebook Misinformation Is Bad Enough. The Metaverse Will Be Worse,” August 22, 2022. 
As of September 28, 2022: https://www.rand.org/blog/2022/08/facebook-misinformation-is-bad-enough-the-
metaverse.html. 
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A significant digital literacy 
gap continues to exist35 

Non-meta users will primarily receive meta information by 
hearsay. This has a potential to amplify misinformation, 
regardless of whether the initial information was true or not.  

 

Addressing the first two concerns, a lot of metaverse, narrative red teaming may depend on 
whether one can properly identify the messenger, and then consequently sharing that 
messenger’s identity to the targeted audience. While this seemingly hinges more so on source 
reduction rather than effect reduction (i.e., prebunking), we think this greatly illustrates how 
tools for combatting misinformation and disinformation are closely intertwined.36 In the case of 
source verification for messaging, this enables our narrative red teaming process to be properly 
executed (i.e., identifying the adversary). 

As for our concern on a digital literacy gap, this ties heavily into our third step of narrative 
red teaming: scoping the environment to where the scenario may occur. Under this assumption of 
a literacy gap, we suggest that future counternarrative teams employ messaging across all styles 
of platforms (i.e., traditional media, current social media, the metaverse, etc.) to ensure that 
information is being received correctly to all audiences. Consequently, this should also be 
accounted for when utilizing our DON’T framework (i.e., considered during the narrative red 
teaming phase).  

 

Conclusion 
 Narrative red teaming is a technique that allows an individual or an entity to preempt any 
disinformation or propaganda attacks before they unfold, as well as prevent any attempts to 
frame the stories they are trying to tell in a way that would benefit the adversary. This paper 
introduces the concept, shows the gap that exists in the research and practice of narrative red 
teaming, and suggests a DON’T framework that can be applied by the narrative red teams in 
their activities. The authors hope it can serve as a starting point for a broad discussion of all these 

 
35 For more on potential impacts of the digital literacy gap, see Sarah Mahoney, “Community Disservice? Threats 
and Opportunities in the Metaverse,” MM+M - Medical Marketing and Media, May 9, 2022. As of September 28, 
2022:  https://www.mmm-online.com/home/channel/features/community-disservice/ 
36 Some organizations are already taking steps to find an online, source verification solution. For more on how that 
is evolving in the social media space, see Michael del Castillo, “Facebook’s Metaverse Could Be Overrun By Deep 
Fakes And Other Misinformation If These Non-Profits Don’t Succeed,” Forbes, August 29, 2022, As of September 
28, 2022: https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaeldelcastillo/2022/08/29/facebooks-metaverse-could-be-overrun-by-
deep-fakes-and-other-misinformation-if-these-non-profits-dont-succeed/?sh=788a461e2737  
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matters and further enhancement of narrative red teaming as a technique to counter falsehoods 
and prevent truth decay. 
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